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Operator based approach to PT -symmetric
problems on a wedge-shaped contour

Florian Leben Carsten Trunk

We consider a second-order differential equation

−y′′(z)− (iz)N+2y(z) = λy(z), z ∈ Γ

with an eigenvalue parameter λ ∈ C. In PT quantum mechanics z runs
through a complex contour Γ ⊂ C, which is in general not the real line nor
a real half-line. Via a parametrization we map the problem back to the real
line and obtain two differential equations on [0,∞) and on (−∞, 0]. They
are coupled in zero by boundary conditions and their potentials are not real-
valued.

The main result is a classification of this problem along the well-known
limit-point/ limit-circle scheme for complex potentials introduced by A.R.
Sims 60 years ago. Moreover, we associate operators to the two half-line
problems and to the full axis problem and study their spectra.

Keywords : non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Stokes wedges limit point limit
circle PT symmetric operator spectrum eigenvalues

1 Introduction

In classical quantum mechanics Hamiltonians are Hermitian. Recently this has been
questioned to be too restrictive. In 1998 C.M. Bender and S. Boettcher in the pioneering
work [8] noticed that a large class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians possesses real spectra
and suggested to construct a non-Hermitian quantum mechanic, see [8, 10, 13, 32] or for
an overview [5, 7, 28]. They adopted all axioms of quantum mechanics except the one
that restricted the Hamiltonian to be Hermitian. Instead, one assumes the Hamiltonian
to satisfy PT -symmetry. In [8] they consider a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian correspond-
ing to

p2 − (iz)N+2, z ∈ Γ (1)

where N is a natural number greater than zero. Contrary to classical quantum mechan-
ics, z runs along a complex contour Γ. For N = 0 this Hamiltonian can be considered
as a complex deformation of the classical harmonic oscillator.
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Hamiltonians of the form (1) are not Hermitian, but possess an antilinear PT -symmetry,
which is the combined invariance under simultaneous spatial reflection P and time re-
versal T . The condition that the Hamiltonian is PT -symmetric is a physical condition,
because P and T both are elements of the homogenous Lorentz group of Lorentz boost
and spatial rotation. Nowadays there are a lot of papers in diverse research areas about
PT -symmetric Hamiltonians, see [6, 7, 11, 13, 22, 24, 29, 32, 31]. E.g., a close relation
to metamaterials was discovered as PT -symmetric operators are capable to incorporate
negative permittivity and permeability, cf. [22, 24, 29].

In general one can not expect that the Hamiltonian (1) is Hermitian in the Hilbert
space L2 and has real spectrum. However, in e.g. [5, 8, 10, 18], Hamiltonians with
complex potential and real spectra were discussed.

In (1) the contour Γ is located in regions of the complex plane, such that the eigen-
functions φ : Γ → C of (1) vanish exponentially as |z| → ∞ along Γ. The regions in
the complex plane where the solutions of (1) vanish exponentially are wedges, which are
called Stokes wedges. Stokes wedges correspond to sectors in the complex plane. The
opening angle and, hence the number of wedges, correspond only to the number N , for
details we refer to Figure 2 below. They are bounded by lines, the so called Stokes lines,
cf. [5, 8, 10]. Both, Stokes wedges and Stokes lines are symmetric to the action of PT .

It is our main aim to relate this Stokes wedge/Stokes line dichotomy to the classi-
cal limit point/limit circle classification from the Sturm-Liouville theory with complex
potentials.

For simplicity, we choose here the special contour (cf. [4])

Γ :=
{
z = xeiφsgn(x) : x ∈ R

}
, φ ∈ (−π/2, π/2),

see Figure 1, and treat this problem via a Sturm-Liouville approach. Namely (1) leads
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Figure 1: Contour Γ in the complex plane with opnening angle φ

to the associated eigenvalue equation

−y′′(z)− (iz)N+2y(z) = λy(z), z ∈ Γ. (2)
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Via the parametrization z(x) := xeiφsgn(x), x ∈ R, we obtain Sturm-Liouville differential
equations on [0,∞) and on (−∞, 0], respectively,

τ+w(x) := −e−2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e(N+2)iφw(x) = λw(x), x ∈ R+ (3)

τ−w(x) := −e2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e−(N+2)iφw(x) = λw(x), x ∈ R−. (4)

It is our aim to treat (3) and (4) from an operator based perspective. This is new
compared with the above cited literature from theoretical physics.

Equations (3) and (4) correspond to a Sturm-Liouville problem −(py′)′ + qy = λy
with non-real p and non-real q on a half-axis. But, before we consider this case, we
recall the classical Sturm-Liouville theory on a half axis (see [23, 35]) for real-valued
coefficients p, q and regular end-point 0. Classical Sturm-Liouville theory for p, q real
follows the following (rough) scheme:

(a) Determine the number of L2-solutions of −(py′)′+qy = λy for λ ∈ C\R. According
to the famous Weyl alternative we obtain either one or two linearly independent
L2-solutions. The corresponding situation is then called the limit-point case (in
case of one solution) or the limit-circle (two solutions).

(b) Define minimal and maximal operator corresponding to the differential expression
−(py′)′+qy. Roughly speaking, the elements in the domain of the minimal vanishes
at the endpoint zero and the elements in the domain of the maximal operator satisfy
no boundary conditions.

(c) Show that the minimal operator is symmetric and its adjoint is the maximal op-
erator.

(d) Describe all self-adjoint extensions Aθ of the minimal operator via a suitable pa-
rameter θ and solve the spectral problem Aθy = λy.

This scheme is successfully used since the seminal paper of A. Weyl [35] and lead to the
still very active mathematical research area of extension theory, see, e.g., the monographs
[19, 21, 25, 30, 36].

An analogous theory was subsequently developed for non-real potentials q by A.R.
Sims [33]. In a first step, item (a) was generalized by A.R. Sims [33] to Im q ≤ 0. It states
that there exists at least one solution of (3) in the weigthed space L2(0,∞, Im(λ− q)),
where Im(λ − q) is the weight, and this solution is also in L2(0,∞) for λ in the upper
complex plane. Contrary to the above Weyl alternative in item (a) from above, now
there are three cases possible:

1. Limit-point I: There is (up to a constant) exactly one solution of −(py′)′+qy = λy
which is simultaneously in L2(0,∞, Im(λ− q)) and in L2(0,∞).

2. Limit-point II: There is one solution in L2(0,∞, Im(λ−q)), but all are in L2(0,∞).

3. Limit-circle: All solutions are simultaneously in L2(0,∞, Im(λ−q)) and in L2(0,∞).
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The above approach from A.R. Sims [33] is restricted to potentials q with Im q ≤ 0. In-
stead, here we use a generalisation which allows more general potential q and a complex-
valued function p, cf. [14]. Again one obtains three cases, which corresponds to the
above limit-point I, II and limit-circle cases (and which are called cases I, II and III
in [14, Theorem 2.1]). We use this result to give a complete classification into limit-
point/limit-circle of the two differential equations (3) and (4). This is done with the
help of asymptotic analysis, cf. [20]. Depending on the location of the contour Γ in
terms of its angle, we specify limit-point I, II or limit-circle case. In the limit-point I
case we do not need boundary conditions at ±∞, i.e. the functions φ of the domain
fulfill |φ(x)| → 0 if |x| → ∞ and if φ is a solution of (3) or (4) even exponentially. So we
reduce the (physical) notion of Stokes wedges and Stokes lines to the limit-point/limit-
circle classification in the following way.

Equations (3), (4) in limit-point case I ⇔ Γ lies in two Sokes wedges.

Limit-point case II is never possible.

Equations (3), (4) in limit-circle case ⇔ Γ lies on two Sokes lines.

This correspondence between PT quantum mechanics and well-known notion from the
Sturm-Liouville theory with complex-valued potentials is one of the main findings of this
paper.

Moreover, in this paper, we then develop for the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (1) a
spectral theory which takes as a guiding principle the items (b)–(d) from above. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the physically relevant limit-point case I or, what is
the same, to the case when Γ lies in two Sokes wedges (see [2, 3] for some investigations
in the limit-circle case).

Similar as in item (b) from above, we characterize the domains of the minimal operator
A0±(τ±) and the maximal operator Amax±(τ±) as

domAmax±(τ±) := {w ∈ L2(R±) : τ±w ∈ L2(R±), w, w′ ∈ ACloc(R±)}

and
domA0±(τ±) := {w ∈ domAmax±(τ±) : w(0) = w′(0) = 0}

(in the limit-point case I). The minimal operator is now T -symmetric (in the literatur
J-symmetric, that is, symmetric under complex conjugation, see also Section 3 below)
and its adjoint is the maximal operator, i.e. we show

Amax±(τ±)∗ = A0±(τ±).

The maximal/minimal operators Amax+(τ+) and A0+(τ+) corresponds to the differen-
tial expression τ+ on the positive real axis, cf. (3), whereas Amax−(τ−) and A0−(τ−)
correspond to τ− on R−, cf. (4). However, the problem under consideration is (2), which
corresponds (after parametrization) to the joint problems (3) and (4) on the real line
with a (so far) unspecified boundary condition in zero.

Hence, we will use the maximal/minimal operators Amax±(τ±) and A0±(τ±) as the
building blocks for operators on the full axis. We define the maximal operator on the
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full-axis via the direct sum of the maximal operators on the half-axis,

Amax = Amax−(τ−)⊕Amax+(τ+)

and domain

Dmax =
{
w ∈ L2(R) : Aw ∈ L2(R), w|R± , w′|R± ∈ ACloc(R±)

}
.

Moreover we obtain in the same way the minimal operator

A0 = A0−(τ−)⊕A0+(τ+)

with domain

domA0 = {w ∈ Dmax : w(0+) = w(0−) = w′(0+) = w′(0−) = 0}.

It turns out that the operators Amax and A0 are adjoint to each other in the new inner
product [·, ·], see, e.g., [26, 27, 28, 34], where [·, ·] is a new inner product defined via

[·, ·] := (P·, ·).

Here (·, ·) stands for the classical L2-inner product. However, when it comes to the
spectrum, both operators, the maximal Amax and the minimal A0, are not suitable.
Therefore, it is natural to assume some coupling in zero of the half-axis operators. This
is done by boundary conditions in zero. From the physical point of view we always
assume continuity in zero, whereas we allow some freedom for the derivative in zero.
Therefore we introduce a parameter α. Finally, we obtain the wanted operator A,

dom (A) :=
{
w ∈ Dmax : w(0+) = w(0−), w′(0+) = αw′(0−)

}
and

Aw(x) :=

{
−e−2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e(N+2)iφw(x), x ≥ 0

−e2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e−(N+2)iφw(x), x ≤ 0

We show that the operator A is indeed PT -symmetric and even self-adjoint in the new
inner product [·, ·], for the right choice of α.

In a next step, it is our aim to discuss the spectrum of A. For non-self-adjoint operators
like A there is no standard theory to do this. Therefore we use a different extension of
the minimal operator A0 as an aid. For this we introduce the operator A± which are
extensions of the half-axis minimal operators (or, what is the same, restrictions of the
half-axis maximal operators) with domain

domA± := {w ∈ domAmax±(τ±) : w(0) = 0}.

From [14] it is known that the operators A± are T -self-adjoint and their spectra con-
sist only of isolated eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicity and empty essential
spectrum.
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Obviously A and the direct sum of A− ⊕ A+ differ only by two dimensions. As a
second main result of this note we show that A has the same spectral properties as the
direct sum A− ⊕ A+, i.e. the spectrum σ(A) of A consists only of isolated eigenvalues
with finite algebraic multiplicity, that is, σ(A) = σp(A), the essential spectrum is empty
and the resolvent set ρ(A) is non-empty.

Summing up, to some extend it is a surprise that in the physical literature, starting
from the seminal paper of C.M. Bender and S. Boettcher [8], the above presented tech-
niques from the Sturm-Liouville theory for complex potentials were never exploited. It
is the aim of this paper to recall those techniques and, hence, provide a setting of the
(nowadays) classical Bender-Boettcher-theory in terms of the spectral extension theory
for Sturm-Liouville expressions with a complex potential.

2 Limit-point/limit-circle and Stokes wedges and lines

We consider the Hamiltonian

H =
1

2m
p2 − (iz)N+2, z ∈ Γ,

with a natural number N > 0, cf. [5, 8] and a wedge-shaped contour,

Γ :=
{
z = xeiφsgn(x) : x ∈ R

}
for some angle φ ∈ (−π/2, π/2), see also [4]. We refer to [15, 26, 29] where a similiar
contour was used. The associated Schrödinger eigenvalue problem is

−y′′(z)− (iz)N+2y(z) = λy(z), z ∈ Γ, (5)

for some complex number λ. We map the problem back to the real line via the parametriza-
tion

z : R→ C, z(x) := xeiφsgn(x). (6)

Thus y solves (5) if and only if w, w(x) := y(z(x)), solves

−e∓2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφw(x) = λw(x), x ∈ R±. (7)

Here and in the following we set R+ := [0,∞) and R− := (−∞, 0]. For a complex
number z with argument θ ∈ (−π, π], we choose as the n-th root z1/n = r1/neiθ/n. In
the following theorem we give a classification of this equation into two cases, namely
limit-point case and limit-circle case.

Theorem 2.1. For all λ ∈ C, exactly one of the following holds.

(I) If φ 6= − N+2
2N+8π+ 2k

4+N π, k = 0, . . . , N + 3, there exists a, up to a constant, unique

solution w of (7) satisfying w ∈ L2(R±). In particular there is one solution of (7)
which is not in L2(R±).
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(II) If φ = − N+2
2N+8π+ 2k

4+N π, k = 0, . . . , N+3, all solutions w of (7) satisfy w ∈ L2(R±).

Case (I) is called limit-point case I and case (II) is called limit-circle case.

Proof. We consider equation (7) on R+ only. The result for R− are obtained by an
analogous argument by replacing x by −x. This theorem is a special case of [14, Theorem
2.1]. The two corresponding linear independent solutions w1 and w2 of the Schrödinger
eigenvalue differential equation −w′′(x) − (ix)N+2e(N+4)iφw(x) = λ̃w(x), x ∈ R+, λ̃ =
e2iφλ, satisfy [20, Corollary 2.2.1]

w1,2(x) ∼ q(x)−1/4exp

(
±
∫ x

1
Re(q(t)1/2) dt

)
for x→∞ (8)

with q(x) := −(ix)N+2e(N+4)iφ−λe2iφ. The notation f(x) ∼ g(x) means that f(x)/g(x)→
1 as x→∞.

We compute Re(q(t)1/2). For λ = 0 we obtain

Re(q(t)1/2) = Re((−(ix)N+2e(N+4)iφ)1/2)

= Re((eiπ+(N+2)iπ/2+(N+4)iφ)1/2)x(N+2)/2

= Re(eiπ/2+(N+2)iπ/4+(N+4)iφ/2)x(N+2)/2

= − sin((N + 2)π/4 + (N + 4)φ/2)x(N+2)/2

It is easy to see that

sin((N + 2)π/4 + (N + 4)φ/2) = 0

if and only if

φ = − N + 2

2N + 8
π +

2k

4 +N
π, for k ∈ Z.

Hence, if φ 6= − N+2
2N+8π + 2k

4+N π and if λ = 0 then Re(q(t)1/2) 6= 0 and there exists

exactly one solution in L2(R+) or L2(R−), respectively. This implies, see [14, Theorem
2.1], that we have case (I), limit-point case I for λ = 0 and with [14, Remark 2.2] even
for all λ ∈ C. This shows (I).

It remains to consider the case φ = − N+2
2N+8π + 2k

4+N π and k ∈ Z. We obtain

q(x) = −(ix)N+2e−(N+2)iπ/2+2kiπ − λ̃ = −xN+2 − λ̃

and the Schrödinger eigenvalue equation

−w′′(x)− xN+2w(x) = λ̃w(x)

and we know from (8) that both (linearly independent) solutions of (7) are in L2(R+),
because for λ̃ = 0 we obtain Re(q(t)1/2) = 0. Therefore from [14, Theorem 2.1] we have
to examine whether∫ ∞

0
Re eiη

(
|w′(x)|2 + (−xN+2 −K)|w(x)|2

)
dx+

∫ ∞
0
|w(x)|2 dx <∞ (9)
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is for one or both solutions of (7) fulfilled, where η und K are suitable variables, which
we explain in the following, in order to decide wether we are in the limit-point case I, II
or limit-circle case. In our setting the set

Q+ := clconv
{
r − xN+2 : x ∈ [0,∞), 0 < r <∞

}
,

where clconv denotes the closed convex hull, is the real line and K is the number in Q+

with the shortest distance to λ, hence K = Reλ. And η corresponds to the angle which
rotates Q+ into the right (closed) half plane, such that λ is located in the left half plane,
hence η = ±π

2 . So

±
∫ ∞
0

Re i
(
|w′(x)|2 + (−xN+2 − Reλ)|w(x)|2

)
dx = 0.

Condition (9) is fulfilled for both solutions. Thus we are in the limit-circle case (i.e. case
III in [14]).

Remark 2.2. In particular limit-point case II (cf. Section 1) is not possible, which
corresponds to case (II) in [14, Theorem 2.1].

Remark 2.3. The limit-point case I, II and limit-circle case correspond to the cases I,
II and III from [33] and [14].

In the limit-point case there is exactly one solution of (7) which is in L2(R+) resp.
L2(R−) and because of the asymptotics (8) we even know that this solution goes ex-
ponentially to 0 for |x| → ∞. The regions in the complex plane where Γ fulfills this
condition are wedges, see e.g. [8, 26, 28].

We decompose the complex plane according to the angle θ = − N+2
2N+8π+ 2k

4+N π in N+4
sectors

Sk : =

{
z ∈ C : − N + 2

2N + 8
π +

2k − 2

4 +N
π < arg(z) < − N + 2

2N + 8
π +

2k

4 +N
π

}
,

k = 0, . . . , N + 3.

The boundary of each Sk consists of two rays Lk

Lk :=

{
z ∈ C : arg(z) = − N + 2

2N + 8
π +

2k

4 +N
π

}
, k = 0, . . . , N + 3.

In the sectors Sk, k = 0, . . . , N +3 one solution of (7) decays exponentially, wheras on
the lines Lk both solutions decay polynomially. The regions Sk are called Stokes wedges
Sk (see i.e. [5, 8, 9]) and the rays Lk are called Stokes lines. Hence we have N +4 Stokes
lines and Stokes wedges.

By definition, Γ is either contained in two Stokes wedges or corresponds to two Stokes
lines. This means we can classify our problem depending on the angle φ of the contour
Γ.
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Figure 2: Stokes lines Lk and Stokes wedges Sk for N = 2

Theorem 2.4. (i) If Γ is located in two Stokes wedges, which are symmetric with
respect to the imaginary axis, then (7) is in the limit-point case for all λ ∈ C,
cf. case (I) in Theorem 2.1. In particular this implies that only one solution of (7)
is in L2(R+) resp. L2(R−).

(ii) If Γ is located in on Stokes lines, then (7) is in the limit-circle case for all λ ∈ C,
cf. case (III) in Theorem 2.1. In particular this implies that all solutions of (7)
are in L2(R+) resp. L2(R−).

3 Maximal and minimal operators on the semi-axis

From now on we restrict ourselves to the limit-point case, i.e. Γ lies in two Stokes wedges
and (7) has exactly one solution which is in L2(R±), cf. Theorem 2.4. Here we will define
three different kinds of operators on R+ and R−: The maximal, the minimal and the
preminimal operator. This is motivated by the classical procedure for Sturm-Liouville
expressions in the limit-point case. In the classical Sturm-Liouville situation, where
the coefficients are real, the minimal operator is the closure of the preminimal, it is a
symmetric operator in a Hilbert space and its adjoint is the maximal operator.

Here, the situation is slightly different. However, the definitions of the corresponding
operators are formally the same as in the classical Sturm-Liouville case but due to the
complex-valued coefficients the adjoints behave differently.

Definition 3.1. The operator T defined on the Hilbert space L2(I), where I ⊂ R is an
interval, is called time reverse operator, if for all u ∈ L2 we have

T u(x) = u(x).
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We mention that in [21] T equals J .
We consider the following differential expressions

τ±w(x) := −e∓2iφw′′(x)− (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφw(x)

and the formal adjoint

τ+±w(x) := −e±2iφw′′(x)− (−ix)N+2e∓(N+2)iφw(x) (10)

on R±. Obviously

τ+± = τ±, where τ± = T τ±T . (11)

We assume that τ± is in the limit-point case, that is, φ 6= − N+2
2N+8π+ 2k

N+4π, cf. Theorem
2.4. Observe that then also the following lemma holds.

Lemma 3.2. If τ± is in the limit-point case, then τ+± = T τ±T is in the limit-point case.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we use the asymptotics (8) from [20, Corollary
2.2.1] and calculate for the potential in (10) its real part for x ∈ R+

Re(q(t)1/2) = Re((−(−ix)N+2e−(N+4)iφ)1/2)

= Re((eiπ−(N+2)iπ/2−(N+4)iφ)1/2)x(N+2)/2

= Re(eiπ/2−(N+2)iπ/4−(N+4)iφ/2)x(N+2)/2

= sin((N + 2)π/4 + (N + 4)φ/2)x(N+2)/2.

Hence
sin((N + 2)π/4 + (N + 4)φ/2)x(N+2)/2 6= 0,

if and only if

φ 6= − N + 2

2N + 8
π +

2k

N + 4
π, k ∈ Z,

which is exactly the condition for τ+ to be in the limit-point case, see Theorems 2.1 and
2.4. In the same way we obtain the result for x ∈ R−.

Define the following operators with

dom (A′0±(τ±)) :=
{
w ∈ L2(R±) : τ±w ∈ L2(R±), w, w′ ∈ ACloc(R±),

w(0) = w′(0) = 0, w has compact support in R±
}

A′0±(τ±)w(x) := τ±w(x).

By A0±(τ±) we denote the closure of A′0±(τ±) (A′0±(τ±) is closable by [21, III Theo-
rem 10.7]). The operators A′0±(τ±) correspond to the preminimal operators in classical
Sturm-Liouville theory, whereas A0±(τ±) correspond to the minimal operators.
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Additionally we define the maximal operators

dom (Amax±(τ±)) :=
{
w ∈ L2(R±) : τ±w ∈ L2(R±), w, w′ ∈ ACloc(R±)

}
Amax±(τ±)w(x) := τ±w(x).

Recall that for a closed operator T : dom (T ) ⊂ L2 → L2 the deficiency of T is defined
as def T := dimL2/ran (T ). Moreover, we recall that the notion of the set Π(T ) of
regular points of T (cf., e.g., [21, pg. 101]) is

Π(T ) := {λ : ∃ k(λ) > 0 with ‖(A− λ)u‖ ≥ k(λ)‖u‖ for all u ∈ dom (A)} .

Theorem 3.3. We have

Amax±(τ±)∗ = A0±(τ+± ) and A0±(τ±)∗ = Amax±(τ+± ). (12)

Moreover T A0±(τ±)T ⊂ A0±(τ±)∗ and def (A0±(τ±)− λ) = def (A0±(τ+± )− λ) is either
1 or 2 for all λ ∈ Π(A0±(τ±)). In the limit-point case we obtain def (A0±(τ±)− λ) = 1
and

dim domAmax±(τ±)/domA0±(τ±) = 2. (13)

Furthermore, in the limit-point case, Π(A0±(τ±)) 6= ∅ and with

Q± := clconv
{
e∓2iφr − (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ : 0 < r <∞, x ∈ R±

}
we have

C\Q± ⊂ Π(A0±(τ±)). (14)

In particular, Q+ and Q− are sectors in the complex plane with opening angles strictly
less than π,

Π(A0−(τ−)) ∩Π(A0+(τ+)) 6= ∅. (15)

Proof. We will use [21, III Theorem 10.7]. It cannot be used directly as the coefficient
in front of the second derivative in [21, III Theorem 10.7] is assumed to be real-valued.
However, a multiplication in (7) by e±2iφ turns the eigenvalue problem (7) into a problem
considered in [21, III Section 10] (with a shifted eigenvalue parameter). Then [21, III
Theorem 10.7] holds for the shifted problem and, again by a multiplication with e∓2iφ,
we see that [21, III Theorem 10.7] is also valid for (7). Therefore it remains only to show
(14) and that in the limit-point case def (A0±(τ±)− λ) = 1 and (13) hold.

Observe that
Q∗− := {x : x ∈ Q−} = Q+

and Q± are convex sectors in the complex plane. Assume that their opening is π, then
we have for x ∈ R+ and some k ∈ Z

−2φ+ 2kπ =
π

2
(N + 2) + (N + 2)φ,

11



and this gives

φ =
2kπ

N + 4
− (N + 2)π

2N + 8
.

For x ∈ R− we obtain the same condition as Q∗− = Q+. But this condition is the
condition for the limit-circle case and hence not possible, see Theorems 2.1 and 2.4.
Therefore, the opening angle of Q± is strictly less then π and we have

Q+ ∪Q− 6= C. (16)

We choose λ ∈ C\Q±. Because Q± are sectors with two rays as boundary (which may
coincide) the distance δ(λ) between λ and Q± is δ(λ) = |K−λ|, where K is a point of the
boundary ofQ±, i.e., K ∈

{
e∓2iφr : 0 < r <∞

}
orK ∈ R± :=

{
−(ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ : x ∈ R±

}
,

cf. Figure 3. There is a suitable angle η ∈ (−π, π] with

δ(λ) = |K − λ| = eiη(K − λ)

The convexity of Q± induce that the straight line{
e∓2iφr : r ∈ R

}
or resp.

{
−(i)N+2e±i(N+2)φs : s ∈ R

}
seperates λ and Q±, cf. Figure 3. Moreover we get after a rotation via the angle η that
Q± is located in the right half plane, cf. Figure 3,

{z = eiηq : q ∈ Q±} ⊂ CRe≥0.

We obtain

Re

Im

−2 −1 1 2 3

−2

−1

1

2

3

{e−2iφr : r ∈ R}

λ

K

Q+

R+

Figure 3: The line {e−2iφr : r ∈ R} seper-
ates λ and Q+

Re

Im

−2 −1 1 2 3

−2

−1

1

2

3

eiηλ eiηK

eiηQ+

eiηR+

Figure 4: Rotation via the angle η and
eiηQ+ lies in the right half plane

Re eiη
(
e∓2iφr − (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ −K

)
≥ 0, for 0 < r <∞, x ∈ R± (17)
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For λ ∈ C\Q± we get for u ∈ dom(A′0±) and ‖u‖ = 1

‖(A′0±(τ±)− λ)u‖ ≥ |(A′0±(τ±)u, u)− λ|

=
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

0
−e∓2iφu′′u− (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ|u|2 dx− λ

∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

0
e∓2iφ|u′|2 − (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ|u|2 dx− λ

∣∣∣
≥Re eiη

(∫ ∞
0

e∓2iφ|u′|2 − (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ|u|2 −K|u|2 dx+K − λ
)

Now (17) implies∫ ∞
0

Re eiη
(
e∓2iφ|u′|2 − (ix)N+2e±(N+2)iφ|u|2 −K|u|2

)
dx+ Re eiη(K − λ)

≥ δ(λ) > 0.

Hence C\Q± ⊂ Π(A′0±(τ±)) and in particular we have Π(A′0±(τ±)) 6= ∅. Now we
choose for y ∈ domA0±(τ±) a sequence (xn)n ⊂ domA′0±(τ±) such that xn → y
and A′0±(τ±)xn → A0±(τ±)y. Moreover for ε > 0 choose n large enough, such that
‖A′0±(τ±)xn −A0±(τ±)y‖ ≤ ε and k(λ)‖xn − y‖ ≤ ε. Then we obtain

‖(A0±(τ±)− λ)y‖ = ‖(A0±(τ±)− λ)(y − xn) + (A′0±(τ±)− λ)xn‖

≥ ‖(A′0±(τ±)− λ)xn‖ − ε ≥ k(λ)‖xn‖ − ε ≥ k(λ)‖y‖ − 2ε,

and (14) follows. Moreover, from this and (16) we obtain (15).
Now we can apply [21, III Theorem 5.6] and obtain

dim dom (T A∗0±(τ±)T )/domA0±(τ±) = 2def (A0±(τ±)− λ)

and

dom (T A0±(τ±)∗T )

= domA0±(τ±)+̇ker
(
(A0±(τ±)∗ − λ)(T A0±(τ±)∗T − λ)

)
.

With A∗0±(τ±) = Amax±(τ+± ) = Amax±(τ±) and

T A∗0±(τ±)T = T Amax±(τ±)T = Amax±(τ±)

we obtain

dim domAmax±(τ±)/domA0±(τ±) = 2def (A0±(τ±)− λ)

and

dom (Amax±(τ±)) (18)

= domA0±(τ±)+̇dim ker
(
(T Amax±(τ±)T − λ)(Amax±(τ±)− λ)

)
.

13



Because τ± and T τ±T are in the limit-point case, cf. Lemma 3.2, the equations (τ± −
λ)u = 0 and (T τ±T −λ)u = 0 have only one solution in L2(R±). Therefore there is only
one function u with (Amax±(τ±) − λ)u = 0. Moreover, we have from [21, III Theorem
5.6],

dim domAmax±(τ±)/domA0±(τ±) = 2def (A0±(τ±)− λ)

plus equations (12) and (18), that dim ker ((T Amax±(τ±)T −λ)(Amax±(τ±)−λ)) is even
and because of the limit-point case at most 2. Hence

dim ker ((T Amax±(τ±)T − λ)(Amax±(τ±)− λ)) = 2

and we obtain

2 = dim domAmax±(τ±)/domA0±(τ±) = 2def (A0±(τ±)− λ).

With [21, III Theorem 10.13] the following proposition follows immediately.

Lemma 3.4. We obtain in the limit-point case

domA0±(τ±) =
{
w ∈ domA0±(τ±) : w(0) = w′(0) = 0

}
and for u ∈ domAmax±(τ±) and v ∈ domAmax±(τ+± )

lim
x→±∞

(
uv′ − u′v

)
(x) = 0.

4 Maximal and minimal operators on the full axis

Here we define and study the maximal and the minimal operator on the real line. We
do this by composition of the corresponding operators on the semi-axis from Section 3.

The maximal operator on R is given by

Dmax :=
{
w ∈ L2(R) : τ±w|R± ∈ L2(R), w|R± , w′|R± ∈ ACloc(R±)

}
and

Amaxw(x) :=

{
τ+w(x), x ≥ 0,
τ−w(x), x ≤ 0.

or, what is the same,
Amax = Amax−(τ−)⊕Amax+(τ+).

We define the parity P. One has to be careful how to define it. In the literature it
is quite often just defined by the (somehow sloppy) notion x 7→ −x. More precisely, we
have for a function f ∈ L2(R) with f+ := f |R+ and f− := f |R−

(Pf)(x) :=

{
f−(−x) if x ≥ 0,

f+(−x) if x < 0.

14



The parity P gives rise to a new inner product, which was considered in many papers,
we mention here only [26, 27, 28, 34]. It is the right inner product in which the operators
exhibit symmetry properties, as we will show below,

[·, ·] = (P·, ·).

Lemma 4.1. For v, w ∈ Dmax we have

[Amaxw, v]− [w,Amaxv]

= e2iφ(w′(0+)v(0−) + w(0+)v′(0−))− e−2iφ(w′(0−)v(0+) + w(0−)v′(0+)).

Proof. As τ+± = T τ±T (see (11)) we have v|R± ∈ domAmax±(τ+± ). From

τ±w(−x) = τ∓w(−x),

we see that the function x 7→ w(−x) for x ∈ R±, is in domAmax±(τ±). Then Proposition
3.4 gives

lim
x→±∞

w(−x)v′(x)− w′(−x)v(x) = 0. (19)

We have

[Amaxw, v]− [w,Amaxv] = (PAmaxw, v)− (Pw,Amaxv)

=

∫ 0

−∞
τ+w(−x)v(x) dx+

∫ ∞
0

τ−w(−x)v(x) dx

−
∫ 0

−∞
w(−x)τ−v(x) dx−

∫ ∞
0

w(−x)τ+v(x) dx

=

∫ ∞
0

(
−e2iφw′′(−x)− (−ix)N+2e−(N+2)iφw(−x)

)
v(x) dx

+

∫ 0

−∞

(
−e−2iφw′′(−x)− (−ix)N+2e(N+2)iφw(−x)

)
v(x) dx

−
∫ ∞
0

w(−x)
(
−e−2iφv′′(x)− (ix)N+2e(N+2)iφv(x)

)
dx

−
∫ 0

−∞
w(−x)

(
−e2iφv′′(x)− (ix)N+2e−(N+2)iφv(x)

)
dx

=e2iφ
∫ ∞
0

w(−x)v′′(x)− w′′(−x)v(x) dx

+ e−2iφ
∫ 0

−∞
w(−x)v′′(x)− w′′(−x)v(x) dx.

Integration by parts gives

[Amaxw, v]− [w,Amaxv]

= lim
x→∞

e2iφ(w′(−x)v(x) + w(−x)v′(x))− lim
x→−∞

e−2iφ(w′(−x)v(x) + w(−x)v′(x))

+ e−2iφ(w′(0+)v(0−) + w(0+)v′(0−))− e2iφ(w′(0−)v(0+) + w(0−)v′(0+))

Then (19) (after taking the complex conjugate) shows the statement of the lemma.
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Similar as the maximal operator on the real line, we define the minimal operator A0 on
the real line as the direct sum of the corresponding minimal operators on the half-axis,

A0 = A0−(τ−)⊕A0+(τ+).

Observe that with Proposition 3.4 the domain of A0 is given via

domA0 = {w ∈ Dmax : w(0+) = w(0−) = w′(0+) = w′(0−) = 0}

and Theorem 3.3 gives for λ ∈ Π(A0) = Π(A0−(τ−)) ∩ Π(A0+(τ+)), which is by (15)
non-empty,

def (A0 − λ) = def (A0−(τ−)− λ) + def (A0+(τ+)− λ) = 2. (20)

Let A be a densely defined, closed operator in (L2(R), [·, ·]) the adjoint A+ of A with
respect to [·, ·] is defined on domA+. This is the set of all y ∈ L2(R), such that there is
a z ∈ L2(R) with

[Ax, y] = [x, z], for all x ∈ domA

and we set
A+y := z.

An operator A is called symmetric with respect to [·, ·] (or [·, ·]-symmetric) if A ⊂ A+

and self-adjoint with respect to [·, ·] (or [·, ·]-self-adjoint) if A = A+. With Lemma 4.1
the following follows immediately.

Lemma 4.2. A0 is symmetric with respect to [·, ·]. Moreover A+
0 = Amax = Amax−(τ−)⊕

Amax+(τ+).

Proof. It remains to show that A+
0 = Amax. With (12) in Theorem 3.3 we obtain for

w ∈ domAmax and v ∈ domA0

[Amaxw, v] = (PAmaxw, v) = (Amaxw,Pv)

= (Amax−(τ−)w|R− , v|R+(−·)) + (Amax+(τ+)w|R+ , v|R−(−·))
= (T A∗0−(τ−)T w|R− , v|R+(−·)) + (T A∗0+(τ+)T w|R+ , v|R−(−·))
= (w|R− , T A0−(τ−)T v|R+(−·)) + (w|R+ , T A0+(τ+)T v|R−(−·))
= (w, T A0T Pv) = (Pw,PT A0T Pv) = (Pw,A0v) = [w,A0v],

because PT A0 = A0PT . So we have A0 ⊂ A+
max and in a similar way we obtain A+

max ⊂
A0.

Remark 4.3. The space (L2(R), [·, ·]) is a Krein space, see [16, 17, 26, 34]. For a more
advanced introduction to operators in Krein spaces we refer to the monographs [1, 12].
We mention here only that the operator A0 according to Proposition 4.2 is [·, ·]-symmetric
in the Krein space (L2(R), [·, ·]).
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5 Operator based approach to PT -symmetric Hamiltonians

In this section we define the operator A corresponding to (5) and (7) on the full real
axis with a coupling condition in 0. It is an extension of the minimal operator A0 and
a restriction of the maximal operator Amax, both studied in Section 4.

Here we restrict ourselves to a coupling of the form w(0+) = w(0−) and w′(0+) =
αw′(0−) in zero as we want w, and hence y (see (5)), to be continuous. As we will see
below, it is reasonable to allow a jump of w′ in 0. So we define for a fixed complex
number α an extension A of A0 by

dom (A) :=
{
w ∈ Dmax : w(0+) = w(0−), w′(0+) = αw′(0−)

}
Au := Amaxu.

Definition 5.1. We call a closed densely defined operator A defined on L2(R) PT -
symmetric if and only if for all f ∈ domA we have PT f ∈ domA and PT Af = APT f ,
see also [25, III. 5.6].

Theorem 5.2. Let w ∈ domA and let y satisfy w(x) = y(z(x)), where z is given by
(6). Then we have

(i) y′ is continuous if and only if α = e2iφ.

(ii) A is PT -symmetric if and only if |α| = 1.

(iii) A is self-adjoint with respect to [·, ·], if and only if α = e−4iφ.

Proof. We obtain
w′(x) = z′(x)y′(z(x)) = eiφsgn(x)y′(z(x)),

for x 6= 0. Then y′(0+) = y′(0−) is equivalent to

e−iφw′(0+) = y′(0+) = y′(0−) = eiφw′(0−).

This shows (i).
With y ∈ domA,

PT y(0+) = y(0−) = y(0+) = PT y(0−)

and
α(PT y)′(0−) = −αy′(0+) = −ααy′(0−) = |α|2(PT y)′(0+)

we get PT y ∈ domA if and only if |α| = 1. Moreover, for x > 0 we have

PT Ay(x) = −e2iφy′′(−x)− e−(N+2)iφ(ix)N+2y(−x) = APT y(x)

A similar calculation holds for x < 0 and (ii) follows.
It remains to show (iii). From Lemma 4.1 follows that A is [·, ·]-symmetric. Because

def (A0 − λ) = 2 (see (20)) and A is a two-dimensional extension of A0, A is [·, ·]-self-
adjoint.
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Lemma 5.3. Let λ ∈ σp(A) and let |α| = 1, which implies PT -symmetry for A, see
Theorem 5.2. If y is the corresponding eigenfunction, then PT y is also an eigenfunction
for λ.

Proof. From y ∈ domA it follows PT y ∈ domA and APT y = PT Ay = PT λy =
λPT y.

The following theorem is our main result.

Theorem 5.4. Let α = e−4iφ. We assume φ 6= 0 and we assume that one of the
following two conditions is satisfied.

• If φ > 0, then there exists a natural number k, k ≥ 0, with

2kπ

N + 2
− π

2
< φ <

(2k + 1)π

N + 2
− π

2
.

• If φ < 0, then there exists k ∈ Z, k ≤ 0, with

(2k − 1)π

N + 2
− π

2
< φ <

2kπ

N + 2
− π

2
.

Then A is [·, ·]-self-adjoint and PT -symmetric with

ρ(A) 6= ∅, and σ(A) = σp(A).

The spectrum of A is symmetric to the real line, it consists only of discrete eigenvalues
of finite algebraic multiplicity with no finite accumulation point and dim ker (A− λ) = 1
for λ ∈ σp(A).

Proof. The self-adjointness and the PT -symmetry follows from Theorem 5.2. In order
to show that the resolvent set of A is non-empty, we introduce two auxillary operators
A± via

domA± := {w ∈ domAmax±(τ±) : w(0) = 0} , A±w(x) := τ±w(x)

From [14, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5] we know, that the spectrum consists at most of isolated
eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicity and it is located in the set Q±,

σ(A±) = σp(A±) ⊂ Q±. (21)

In particular, the essential spectrum is empty.
The assumption on φ imply that for φ > 0 we obtain sin((N + 2)φ + (N + 2)π2 ) > 0

and, hence, Im (−(ix)N+2e(N+2)iφ) < 0. As φ > 0 is in the interval (0, π/2) (see page
6), we have Im e−2iφ < 0 and therefore Q+ is contained in the lower half plane.

If φ < 0 we have Im (−(ix)N+2e(N+2)iφ) > 0 and Im e−2iφ > 0 and Q+ is contained in
the upper half plane. As Q− = Q∗+, we obtain

Q+ ∩Q− = {0}.
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Claim. For λ 6∈ σp(A+)∪ σp(A−) we have vλ,+(0) 6= 0 and vλ,−(0) 6= 0, where vλ,+ and
vλ,− are the non-zero L2-solutions of (τ± − λ)y = 0. In this case

λ ∈ σp(A)⇔
v′λ,+(0)

vλ,+(0)
= e−4iφ

v′λ,−(0)

vλ,−(0)
. (22)

Proof. of the claim. Suppose that the right hand side of (22) holds. Set

v(x) :=

 vλ,+(x), x ≥ 0

vλ,+(0)
vλ,−(0)

vλ,−(x), x ≤ 0

then v(0+) = v(0−) and

v′(0−) =
vλ,+(0)

vλ,−(0)
v′λ,−(0) = e4iφv′λ,+(0) = e4iφv′(0+).

So we have v ∈ domA and λ ∈ σp(A).
To prove the converse choose an eigenfunction v ∈ domA corresponding to the eigen-

value λ. Due to the limit point case there exist constants with v|R± = α±vλ,±. Hence
v(0) = α+vλ,+(0) = α−vλ,−(0) and α+v

′
λ,+(0) = v′(0+) = e−4iφv′(0−) = e−4iφα−v

′
λ,−(0)

and we obtain

v′λ,+(0)

vλ,+(0)
=
α+v

′
λ,+(0)

α+vλ,+(0)
= e−4iφ

α−v
′
λ,−(0)

α−vλ,−(0)
= e−4iφ

v′λ,−(0)

vλ,−(0)

and the claim is proved.
We continue with the proof of Theorem 5.4. We have Q+ ∩Q− = {0} and, hence, by

(21) we find λ ∈ σ(A+) \σ(A−). Then we have for vλ,+, vλ,− as in the claim from above
that vλ,+(0) = 0 and vλ,−(0) 6= 0. According to the uniqueness theorem v′λ,+(0) 6= 0

holds. Moreover λ is an isolated singularity of the function λ 7→ v′λ,+(0)

vλ,+(0) . Recall that

vλ,+ depends holomorphic on λ, cf. [23, Theorem 3.4.2.]. But the right hand side of (22)
has no singularity at λ. Hence there exists an open set O with O ∩ σp(A) = ∅ due to
the claim above. It is easy to see that λ is an eigenvalue of A− but, due to the fact
that the opening of Q+ is less than π, cf. Theorem 3.3, λ is no eigenvalue of A+. We
obtain with the same arguments from above O∗ :=

{
λ : λ ∈ O

}
with O∗ ∩ σp(A) = ∅, so

(O ∪O∗) ∩ σp(A) = ∅.
Now assume that ρ(A) = ∅, that is, σ(A) = C. If λ is a point from the residual

spectrum of A (i.e., the operator A−λ has zero kernel but a non-dense range), then [12,
VI Theorem 6.1] implies λ ∈ σp(A). Therefore,

O ∪O∗ ⊂ σc(A), (23)

where σc(A) denote the set of all λ ∈ C such that the operator A − λ has zero kernel
and a dense but non-closed range. We choose now λ ∈ (O ∪O∗)∩ ρ(A+)∩ ρ(A−). Then
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we have λ ∈ ρ(A−⊕A+). As A−⊕A+ ⊂ Amax, we see ran (Amax− λ) = L2(R). As the
minimal operator A0 is the direct sum of two closed operators (cf. Theorem 3.3) it is a
closed operator. With ρ(A±) ⊂ Π(A±) ⊂ Π(A0±) we get λ ∈ Π(A0) and from (20) we
obtain

def (A0 − λ) = 2,

hence the operator A0 − λ has a closed range. As A0 ⊂ A and dim domA/domA0 = 2
also the range of A−λ is closed, a contradiction to (23) and we have ρ(A) 6= ∅. Moreover
we have for λ ∈ ρ(A) ∩ ρ(AD)

rank ((A− λ)−1 − (AD − λ)−1) ≤ 2

and thus the essential spectra coincide, cf. [21, IX Theorem 2.4].
According to limit-point/limit-circle classification we have for λ ∈ σp(A)

dim ker (A− λ) = 1.

The symmetry of the spectrum follows from Proposition 5.3.

6 Conclusion

Summing up, our main results include

1. A limit-point/limit-circle classification of (3) and (4), plus a mathematical meaning
of Stokes wedges and Stokes lines, which is the limit-point/limit-circle classifica-
tion.

2. The operator A, which corresponds to the full axis problem (2) with a coupling
condition in zero, is self-adjoint in the inner product [·, ·] and it is PT -symmetric.

3. The spectrum of A consists at most of isolated eigenvalues with finite algebraic
multiplicity, the essential spectrum is empty and A has a non-empty resolvent set.
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